Legal drafting made simple
Welcome to the future of legal documents. Lexis Create is the one tool you need to effectively save time,
deliver consistency and minimise errors while seamlessly linking with LexisNexis legal intelligence
products, all within the Microsoft Environment.
Seamless integration is the Lexis Create difference.
Re-use and share your own previous drafting, quickly check cases or access additional precedents as needed,
with Lexis Create you can accurately build, check and complete documents.
Save time. Reduce risk.
Lexis Create is embedded within the Microsoft environment you use every day, to help you create, share and review legal
documents. Linking seamlessly into your other LexisNexis legal intelligence products, Lexis Create ensures accurate and efficient
drafting so you can focus on putting your legal knowledge into practice.
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KEY FEATURES
BUILD
Integration with existing LexisNexis solutions has never been so easy, You’ll have instant access to
LexisNexis research solutions within the Microsoft environment. Without the need to open up a browser
or separate system.

Snippets enable you to create,
save, search and access a bank of
clauses that can be date stamped,
tagged and approved, improving
accuracy and consistency across
your practice.

CHECK
Legal Review tools highlight any inconsistencies with the document for fast
and easy cross-referencing & proofreading.

Access the power of Lexis
Advance® research solutions to
mitigate risk by providing a clear
view of the law as it develops,
ensuring the most accurate
cross-references, so you can
quickly find the strongest
authorities to support your case.
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COMPLETE
For the first time, LexisNexis incorporates the Redact functionality into document creation, to instantly
remove the risk of incorrectly displaying confidential information. Integration with DocuSign® provides
quick and easy digital execution of documents.
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Visit www.LexisNexis.co.nz/LexisCreate to schedule a demonstration today!
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